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What story could you tell with your logo?

COMPANY TAG LINE & LOGO

When people Google you, what will they see?

Once somebody gets to the website, what do you want

them to do? Look at your website and ask, "Am I

attracting people or pushing them away?" Does it speak

to a generation that has a less than 7 second attention

span and has extremely high online expectations?

Does it reflect who you are and provide a little

personality? Examine your language/message and

communication style - are you communicating in a

language and style people can relate to and connect

with?

WEBSITE

Brand Elements

Written from the audience's perspective

COMPANY VALUE PROPOSITION - WHY YOU?

The color emotion guide is your best resource for this

BRAND COLORS
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Social Media

What groups do you need to join based on your ideal target

audiences?

How can you have engaging conversations? Clients love to

know what you're doing - they like to relate to us as people,

not just professionals.

What are we celebrating? For your practice and your clients

– find ways to celebrate together!

How many people are viewing your posts?

How many likes are you getting?

How many comments and shares?

WHICH PLATFORMS SHOULD YOU BE ON?
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BETTER QUESTION IS: 

WHICH PLATFORMS ARE YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE ON?



What is your company experience - do you have a brochure that

details from start to finish what it is like to work with you and what

someone can expect?

Materials for new business - help us get to know you and what

matters to you, and how we might be able to help you.

eBooks/Whitepapers - are you an expert in certain things that you

can quantify for a broad audience?

Can you make it more fun and engaging within reason?

PRINT MATERIALS/PDF

VOICEMAIL

Know your audience - suits may not always be a must anymore,

and you might want to lose the tie

Beware of being distracting – from a brightly colored dress, to a

“too jazzy” suit/shirt

Appearance is all about making the right first impression

ATTIRE
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Marketing Plan

Essential Elements

1. Marketing Objective(s):

2. Target Audience(s):

3. Competition and other obstacles:

4. Value proposition to communicate:

5. Articulate Desired Response (depending on medium):

6. Communication Tactics:

7. Implementation and timelines:
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Branding Tips for Every

Kind of Producer

Tip: Decide first if your company allows individual branding, or if

you’re comfortable using the corporate brand. IF you can create an

individual brand, then do so and find out the best ways to leverage

and synergize with your parent company’s brand to use it to enhance

your own. This is tricky because we run the risk of confusing our

audience. IF you decide to use the corporate brand then the key is to

determine how you create an individual persona in your marketplace.

State Farm or New York Life will always brand the corporation, what

you’ll need to do is find a way to become a known commodity who

just so happens to represent that big corporation. It’s about distilling

down a national company’s brand and filtering through your own

unique value proposition. Always remember, people aren’t buying

your products or your expertise, they are buying you.

CAREER AGENT OF A MAJOR INSURANCE CARRIER
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Tip: Let your audience see more of you, what drives you

and what you care about. Being independent affords

you more freedom in how you brand and market

yourself, however most financial professionals don’t get

personal or transparent enough. The market at large

wants to know what kind of person you are, not just that

you’re qualified to do what you do. People are trying to

identify synergies with themselves. You can develop

some significant relational equity by telling more of your

story in a powerful way. Let your audience know your

values too. Are you an advocate for social justice in your

free time? Do you spend hours at the animal shelter? Do

you coach youth sports? It’s okay to let people see more

of you, as long as you do it the right way. Don’t try and

turn any of these things into a commercial, just elevate

your authentic self and you’ll find this can do wonders

for your brand.

INDEPENDENT AGENT OR ADVISOR
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ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

Tip: Not a single person on the planet rolls out of bed and exclaims,

“I can’t wait to run a Monte Carlo analysis on my portfolio today!” We

need to get away from “building the right portfolio” and achieving

“better returns with less risk.” These should be a given, but none of

that has any personal resonance with someone. What does a 6% or

8% rate of return mean anyway? If you asked the average person on

the street, they probably couldn’t care less. As you examine your

brand, value proposition and communication approach, focus on

people and outcomes, not on fee-based advice, wealth

management, and portfolio optimization. Humans are relational

beings by nature. We are built for genuine connection. We don’t live

to work, we work to live. Find ways to communicate with clients and

prospects on relational terms that explore building their best life and

accomplishing real life goals, not on just accomplishing financial

goals. Our lifestyle is built around experiences, so connecting with

your clients to help them have more and better experiences is

relational gold. When you clients see how what you do for them

(strategic portfolio design, wealth management, etc…) is

empowering them to live better and have deeper, richer, and more

meaningful experiences, then they will be yours for life.
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Tip: Develop some powerful stories to help you engage

your customers (Analogy stories). In the personal P&C

part of the market, you’re fighting against marketing

that has commoditized and cheapened policies to the

lowest price wins. To help get clients out of that way of

thinking, use an analogy story to paint the picture of a

scenario where, because the policy was properly

written, a client was saved from significant financial

hardship.

Farmers Insurance national advertising campaign is a

great example (as one of the few that haven’t stooped

to “save 15% or more” tactics) – they show funny oddball

claim situations and say “seen it, covered it.” Meaning,

even if something completely wacky like a Pterodactyl

attacking your car happens, you want to have the

confidence of knowing you’re covered. You can even

involve your clients a bit if they have some funny claims

stories.

PROPERTY & CASUALTY PRACTICE

Tip: Similar to the logic with an AUM-focused practice,

it’s critical to engage consumers using stories to help

them relate to why the insurance you’re selling matters

in real life. The LifeHappens videos are a great example

of this. However, in addition to connecting with

customers on a relational and emotional level, you might

need to educate them and entice them first. This is

where simple yet great content can be very powerful,

since the average consumer doesn’t understand what

life insurance, disability or Long-term care is all about.

Most people think, “Hey, can’t I just buy through

SelectQuote something cheap and be fine?” Take

advantage of what people don’t know, to start

developing stories that can help “open people’s eyes”

and see things differently.

LIFE, DISABILITY, AND LONG-TERM CARE
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Tip: Shift the conversation away from benefits and

renewals towards employee engagement. How can you

help show the benefit of benefits?! The gig economy has

dramatically changed employee expectations by

offering a better blend of work and life. Gig workers,

who typically work per project, want three things: a

flexible schedule, the ability to work where they want,

and the ability to take on multiple different projects.

Now that the pandemic has created the largest work-

from-home mobilization in history, employee benefits will

take on an entirely new meaning. Recognizing that

employees need the flexibility and support to not only

manage but also enrich their lives means employee

benefits can take on a powerful new role: that of

supporting people personally and professionally.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
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Digital Content
In this era of the digital economy and hyper customization:

Content is KING! However, people don’t want more

content…they want progress! The quality of your content

matters more than anything because it needs to help your

clients and prospects take a step forward. If it's not helpful to

your audience, it's not helpful period.

KEY CONCEPT: INBOUND MARKETING – how can you engage in

a meaningful way with your audience and meet them where

they are, have the right thought-provoking conversations, offer

the right kind of content they are looking for…and attract them

to come to you?

Any marketing tactic that relies on earning people's interest

instead of buying it.

Marketing activity that brings people IN

Aligns your content with your prospects pain points

INBOUND MARKETING ELEMENTS
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 Helps you stand out from the crowd – reinforces you as a

subject matter expert

 Is tailored to your audience

 Invites people to respond and engage

 Ultra-specific

 Provides immediate gratification

 Rapid easy consumption

 Shifts the relationship

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

 Make communications two-way - Leverage social media

platforms to have engaging conversations - instead of just

posting articles or information, try asking your community a

question or try facilitating a discussion on a current hot

topic. This one activity alone can draw a considerable

amount of people in and have significant benefits to your

brand.

 Gather customer testimonials - similar to what you might

do to develop brand ambassadors, pick some of your top

clients and centers of influence and start interviewing them.

Get their stories, ask engaging questions, and capture as

much good content as you can. Depending on how you

capture it (whether it be audio only or audio and video) use

a transcription service to easily turn it into script and then

you can effectively repurpose it into a whitepaper or a

“story in success” piece that can be evergreen for your

practice. MOST people say yes when asked to be

interviewed, so this should be an easy step to take.

1.

2.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS TO GOOD DIGITAL CONTENT

2 STRATEGIES TO HELP DEVELOP GOOD CONTENT:
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Honor thy brand

Consider thy audience

Thou must produce quality over quantity

Thou shall not over post

Thou shall not become a serial liker

Though shall not become a LinkedIn stalker

TECHNOLOGY COMMANDMENTS

Google – take simple steps to improve your google

results, such as adding location, hours and linking

your website – SEO is no longer optional, it is a must

FaceBook – personal or business or both, but

determine how you might use it strategically

LinkedIn – everyone’s professional business

whitepages (profile, bio, accomplishments, etc…)

Instagram – it’s just pictures, but auto-syncs with

FaceBook making cross-posting easy to do.

KEY: Know your hashtags, as this is crucial for

searchability

DIGITAL TOOLS EVERYONE CAN USE (BASICS)

A word of caution - be wary of how you use automatic

content posting services such as Hearsay social. While

they have the advantages of being compliance friendly

and offer the convenience of a “set-it-and-forget-it”

autopost dynamic, they are widely utilized and it is not

uncommon for advisors to be posting the same piece,

which dilutes your brand and makes what you produce

seem thoughtless and impersonal.
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Twitter – 280 characters (up from 140) with the most

common length 33 characters. Not overly

sophisticated, but widely utilized platform and very

easy for cross-posting, sharing, or throwing out

thought provoking ideas and creating discussion

threads (that may have more value than you realize…

more on that later)

YouTube – video is clearly the medium of today and

the future, since we digest more information visually

than we do by reading or through auditory means

alone. The KEY here is quality – just because you can

easily make a video doesn’t mean you should!

Blogging – takes time, requires writing skill, but can

be powerful

MORE ADVVANCED TOOLS

Podcasting

eBooks & Whitepapers

Published articles/books

Online webinars

High-Level Digital Content Mastery

PRODUCTIZING YOUR PRACTICE
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Brand, Marketing, &

Technology Resources

Social Media Sites: Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest,

TikTok, YouTube, Vimeo

CRM: SalesForce, Redtail, Wealthbox, Vertafore (QCatalyst)

Practice Management: CopyTalk, Zoom, Hubspot, Calendly,

Slack

Video & Marketing: Realwealth ClientCast, LifeHappens,

Hearsay Social, MarketingPro, Vyond

Website Design/Logo: Fiverr, Twentyoverten, Wix, Bluehost

Podcast: Podbean, Buzzsprout, Captivate, Castos

eBook/WhitePaper Creation: Designerr

Cool Apps: Ripl, Boosted, Vivavideo, Mematic

Master your digital brand

to revolutionize your

practice!advisorbrandingsolutions.com



Brian is a National speaker, author, podcast host, and mentor,

operating an Independent Family-owned practice outside of

Washington DC. Founder of his firm, The Haney Company, he is

passionate about educating and empowering consumers to

transform their lives and achieve financial freedom. A self-

avowed tech junkie, Brian launched the "That's My Financial Guy"

podcast in June 2019, and published his first book, "The

Retirement Income Pyramid" in June of 2020 - two prime

examples of his brand and marketing prowess.

Recognizing the need to rise above digital disruption and stand

out from the crowd, Brian helps producers develop a strategic

brand and marketing framework to catapult their practices

forward. To have him speak to your firm or at an industry event,

contact him at:

bhaney@thehaneycompany.com

IF YOU BUILD IT RIGHT... THEY WILL COME!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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